
TALK TITLES
Lessons in the Longing
The longing to be known, loved and accepted lives deep within each of us. This need can only be filled 
as we allow the One to whom we belong to reveal Himself in new ways. Bridget gently challenges her 
audience to plunge into this longing and find their heavenly Father. 

The Orphan Spirit
Maybe you’ve never heard of the orphan spirit, but chances are, you’re living in it to some degree. 
Using scripture, personal examples and powerful illustrations, Bridget teaches on this timely topic, laying 
out what the orphan spirit is, how to recognize it, and how it affects our lives and relationships. 

Fullness
Is it really possible to know God and be aware of His Presence in your everyday life? Do people really 
live this way? Yes! Bridget teaches the audience to recognize the barriers to living in the nearness of God 
and how to get free of them. She teaches her audience practical steps to live in His Fullness and how to 
get back when we lose our way.

The Real Parables of Hollywood
A fun, topically driven assembly of seeing God in modern day film – it unpacks the power of story-
telling and how God’s story fits into the picture. Using examples from the classics and current films, this 
presentation appeals to a broad audience.

MISSION
Bridget is devoted to using her platforms of writing, speaking, coaching and  
leading Bible studies to help women uncover wrong believing and discover  
His Glory in their own story. 

ABOUT BRIDGET
Bridget has a storytelling style of teaching and uncovering 
Truth, capturing her audience with ease, humor, and 
genuine vulnerability as she unveils her gift for seeing God 
in unusual places. Bridget is an author, speaker, teacher 
and certified Christian Life Coach.   
 She’s been married over 30 years to her first and only boyfriend, giving 
hope to all those girls out there who don’t date much. She is the mother of two 
beautiful daughters who have taught her as much as she, hopefully, has taught 
them. She and her family reside in the greater Philadelphia area.

 Bridget is the author of The Longing for Belonging, Giving Up Ashes to Find Beauty  
which chronicles her journey of being released from the lies she believed about God.  

(484) 716-9867  •  bridget@BridgetAndersonCoach.com  •  www.BridgetAndersonCoach.com

TESTIMONIALS
 “Bridget has an anointed and 
beautiful way of sticking to Scripture and 
presents it in a personal and memorable 
way. Using meaningful imagery from her 
journey, she creates a comfortable space 
where you can be challenged to grow into 
all He desires for you.”  – Nichole

 “Bridget is relatable, sincere and 
genuine.  During her teaching I was 
blown away as she pointed out where we 
could see God in all circumstances. She 
makes scripture easy to understand 
and embrace. I had many ‘Aha!’ moments 
during her talk!”  – Kellie

We tend to believe the ashes in our lives are evidence of an absent Father.  
But when I was led to look for God everywhere (Jer 29:13), I discovered  

His beauty had been there all along (Isa 61:3).         – Bridget Anderson
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